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2. OIL (CL, $WTIC) (time from 6pm globax market open to following day 2:30pm)

a. PREVIOUS DAY ($CLH17)

Open High Low Closing

 52.76 53.91 52.64 53.88

b. PIVOTS 
Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly

R3 56.02 56.89 61.91 91.79

R2 54.75 55.02 57.42 73.17
R1 54.31 54.10 55.12 63.44
PPT 53.48 53.15 52.93 44.82
S1 53.04 52.23 50.63 35.09
S2 52.21 51.28 48.44 16.47
S3 50.94 49.41 43.95 11.61

c. INFLECTION POINTS 

Daily Weekly

2nd  Short level 55.15 55.90-56.21

  1st   Short level 54.55 54.75-54.85

 Key # (control line) 53.80 52.50-52.60

  1st  Buy level 52.60 51.10-50.90

2nd Buy level 51.95 50.15-49.95

UPDATE:

Oil is consolidating. A defined trading range from $54 to $52 has been formed in the past 
five days. The price has been holding above the $51.75 breakout point quite well. 

As long as $52.20 level holds up, the next battle is to fight through the overhead resistance 
at the $54.15 line. 

A break above overhead resistance could push the price up to the next target around 
$55.50-56.50. A failure to break out could leave Oil chopping back and forth inside the 
trading range until one side surrenders. 
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